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SUMMARY

For moderate work rates (i.e. below the lactate threshold, OL), oxygen uptake (VO2) approaches the
steady state mono-exponentially. At higher work rates, the VO2 kinetics are more complex, reflecting
the delayed superimposition of an additional, slow component. The mechanisms of this 'slow'
component are poorly understood. It has been demonstrated, however, that while a prior bout of
supra-OL cycling (with a 6 min recovery) does not significantly affect the VO. time course for a
subsequent sub-OL bout, it significantly speeds the VO2 response to a subsequent supra-OL bout
(Gausche, Harmon, Lamarra & Whipp, 1989; Gerbino, Ward & Whipp, 1996). These investigators
proposed that this speeding was a result of improved muscle perfusion during the exercise transient,
possibly related to the residual metabolic acidaemia still present at the start of the subsequent exercise
bout. To determine whether speeding of the VO2 kinetics could also be induced by a bout of prior
high-intensity exercise performed at a remote site (e.g. the arms), subjects each performed two 6 min
bouts of high-intensity cycling (leg exercise: LE) at a work rate equivalent to 50% of 'ALE' (the
difference between maximum 1VO2LE and oLLE). On one occasion this was preceded by a 6 min
period of cycling at 50 % ALE and, on another, by a similar period of arm-crank exercise (arm
exercise: AE) at 50% AAE; in each case, the work bouts were separated by 6 min of unloaded
pedalling. Pulmonary gas exchange variables were derived breath-by-breath. During unloaded
pedalling and at minute 6 of each work bout, arterialized venous blood samples were drawn from the
dorsum of the heated hand or at the wrist for analysis of pH, lactate, pyruvate, noradrenaline (NAdr),
adrenaline (Adr), and potassium (K+). The difference in V02 between minute 6 and 3 of each work
bout (AVO [6-3]) and the 'partial' 02 deficit (02 Def) provided indices of the slow phase of V02
kinetics. The initial AE and LE bouts resulted in similar degrees of metabolic (lactic) acidaemia; the
residual acidaemia at the end of the subsequent 6 min recovery phase was also similar for the two
protocols, as were [K+], [Adr] and [NAdr]. The subsequent LE bouts were associated with
reductions in both A1!02,[6-3] and 02 Def, relative to control, with the effect being more marked when
the work was preceded by a prior LE bout than a prior AE bout: AV02,[6-3] averaging 32 and 56 % of
control, respectively, and 02 Def 71 and 81 %. Consequently, the increase in [lactate] and decrease in
pH induced in this second LE bout were smaller when preceded by prior leg exercise than prior arm
exercise. It is therefore concluded that while metabolic acidaemia induced at a site remote from the
legs is associated with a less prominent slow phase of the V0 kinetics for high-intensity leg exercise,
a component specific to the involved contractile units appears to exert the dominant effect. The
mechanisms underlying this response are, however, presently uncertain.

INTRODUCTION

The rate at which 02 uptake (VO2) increases to its steady-state or asymptotic value during
muscular exercise is a major determinant of whether the energy exchange can be met wholly
aerobically or whether supplemental anaerobiosis is required. For moderate-intensity exercise,
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the steady-state increment in 1702 increases as a linear function of work rate with a slope
averaging 10 ml min-m W-' (Whipp, 1976). During the non-steady state, Vj0 increases with
mono-exponential kinetics, following a short delay related to the transit time from the
exercising muscles to the lungs, with a time constant of 30-40 s in healthy young subjects
(Linnarsson, 1974; Hughson & Morrissey, 1982; Whipp, Ward, Lamarra, Davis &
Wasserman, 1982). It has been proposed that this time constant reflects that for the
enzymatically controlled muscle 02 consumption (Chance, Leigh, Clark, Maris, Kent, Nioka
& Smith, 1985; Mahler, 1985; Funk, Clark & Connett, 1990; Kushmerick, Meyer & Brown,
1992). However, an alternative view has been expressed that argues for a vascular limitation of
V0, kinetics during moderate exercise (Hughson, 1990; Hughson, Cochrane & Butler, 1993;
Takahashi, Niizeki & Miyamoto, 1995).
For higher work rates associated with a sustained lactic acidosis (i.e. above the lactate

threshold, AL), the kinetics of V02 are more complex as a result of an additional and delayed
slow component of VO2 which is superimposed on the underlying mono-exponential process
(Linnarsson, 1974; Whipp & Mahler, 1980; Barstow & Mole, 1991; Paterson & Whipp,
1991). This produces a slow progressive rise in V02, which both delays the attainment of a
steady state and causes 1V02 to increase to values greater than those predicted from wholly
aerobic steady-state demands (Whipp & Mahler, 1980; Roston, Whipp, Davis, Cunningham,
Effros & Wasserman, 1987; Barstow & Mole, 1991; Paterson & Whipp, 1991). Although it
has been proposed that these slow V02 kinetics are a result of a relative perfusion inadequacy to
the contractile elements that results in a metabolic acidosis to support the energy demands
(Gausche et al. 1989; Paterson & Whipp, 1991), the mechanism(s) of these slowed supra-
threshold 1V2 kinetics remains to be resolved.
We have recently demonstrated, however, that the slowness of the supra-OL V02 kinetics is

not an immutable characteristic of the work rate itself: these kinetics for cycle-ergometer
exercise were found to be appreciably faster following a prior, identical 'conditioning' bout of
supra-oL work (Gausche et al. 1989; Gerbino et al. 1996). Importantly, this more-rapid V02
response was associated with a smaller increment of metabolic acidaemia and consequently an
attenuated transient pulmonary CO2 output (VCO2) response, i.e. consistent with less
bicarbonate buffering (Gerbino et al. 1996). We have therefore proposed that a circulatory
limitation contributes to the slow V02 kinetics at this supra-oL work intensity: this component
being attenuated as a result of residual local vasodilatation in the involved musculature,
consequent to the prior exercise (Gausche et al. 1989; Gerbino et al. 1996).
What is presently unclear, however, is whether this modulation of V02 kinetics requires the

exercise to be performed by the same muscle group or whether prior exercise performed at a
remote site can also induce the effect. It was therefore the purpose of this investigation to
explore whether a comparable degree of metabolic acidaemia induced by prior arm-cranking
could also speed the VO2 kinetics for high-intensity cycle-ergometer exercise.

METHODS

Six healthy male volunteers (Table 1) provided written informed consent to participate in the
investigation, following approval by the institutional ethics committee. The subjects subsequently
performed incremental and square-wave tests on an electromagnetically braked cycle ergometer (Lode)
and arm-crank ergometer (Collins). They breathed through a mouthpiece connected to a turbine volume
transducer (Alpha Technologies) (dead space: 90 ml; resistance: < 1-5 cmH20 at 3 I s-1) for
measurement of inspiratory and expiratory volumes and flows. A small aliquot of respired gas was
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withdrawn continuously from the mouthpiece (at 1 ml s-1) and analysed for 02, CO2 andN2 by mass
spectrometry (2000, Airspec); the mass spectrometer was calibrated using precision-analysed mixtures.
The time delay between the volume and gas concentration signals was measured by passing a bolus of gas
through the system (Beaver, Wasserman & Whipp, 1973).

Following analog-to-digital conversion, the electrical signals from these devices were sampled every
20 ms and processed on-line, by a digital computer for the computation and display, breath-by-breath, of
pulmonary gas exchange variables, e.g. V02 (standard temperature and pressure, dry: STPD), VCO
(STPD) and the respiratory exchange ratio (R) (Beaver et al. 1973; Jenkins, Valcke & Ward, 1989). The
calibration and validation procedures have been described previously (Beaver, Lamarra & Wasserman,
1981; Huszczuk, Whipp & Wasserman, 1990). The data for each test were displayed on-line (Beckman,
Dynograph) and stored on digital tape for subsequent analysis.
On separate occasions, each subject performed an incremental exercise test to the limit of tolerance for

estimation of OL (Whipp, Ward & Wasserman, 1986), maximum VO2 (#V0) and A (the difference
between Vl02 and OL) on (a) the cycle ergometer (LE; 25 W min-) and (b) the arm-crank ergometer
(AE; 10 W min-'). Subjects then, on different days, completed two additional high-intensity 'double
square-wave' protocols (Fig. 1) in an order that was randomly assigned among subjects. The first
protocol, termed 'LE-LE', consisted of an initial 3 min period of unloaded cycling ('0' W), a 6 min bout
of high-intensity constant-load cycling at a work rate equivalent to (OL,LE + 0-50ALE), to match the
intensity selected for the study of Gerbino et al. (1996), a 6 min recovery at '0' W, a second identical
6 min exercise bout, and a final 6 min '0' W recovery phase of unloaded cycling. The second protocol,
termed 'AE-LE', comprised 3 min of unloaded arm-cranking and a 6 min bout of constant-load arm-
cranking at 50% of AAE (ie. 0L,AE + 0.50AAE), after which the subject was seated on the adjacently-
positioned cycle ergometer (the relocation being completed within 30 s) to allow a 6 min recovery of
unloaded cycling and a 6 min bout of high-intensity constant-load cycling at 50 % of ALE, followed by a
final 6 min recovery phase cycling at '0' W.

Arterialized venous blood (Forster, Dempsey, Thompson, Vidruk & Dopico, 1972; McLoughlin,
Popham, Linton, Bruce & Band, 1992) was sampled, from an indwelling venous catheter (20 g) in the
dorsum of a heated hand for the LE-LE tests and at the wrist for the AE-LE tests (i.e. sampling was not
feasible from the dorsum of the hand during arm cranking), prior to the onset and in the last minute of
each exercise bout. A 3 ml sample was taken for blood gas and acid-base analysis (Instrumentation
Laboratories, No. 1303); a 2 ml sample for lactate and pyruvate analysis, by standard enzymatic
techniques (Olsen, 1971); a 7 ml sample for noradrenaline and adrenaline (NAdr, Adr) analysis, by high-
performance liquid chromatography (Watson, 1981); and a 1 ml sample for potassium (K+) analysis
(Beckman, CX3); analyses were performed in duplicate.

Quantitative indices of the slow phase of the VO, responses to the square-wave protocols were provided
by (i) the increment in VO2 occurring between minute 3 and minute 6 of the on-transition (AVO2[6-31).
where the 3 and 6 min values were estimated as the averages for the last 30 s of the 3 and 6 min bins,
respectively; and (ii) the partial '02 deficit' (O2Def), derived as the integral of the difference between the
V02 attained after 6 min of exercise (i.e. at the end of the work bout) and the VO0 at time t, where t is the
time after exercise onset (Gerbino et al. 1996).
More detailed partitioning of the V02 responses into their kinetic components was not undertaken

because (a) the typically low signal-to-noise ratio for the single transitions (reflecting breath-to-breath
variability: Lamarra, Whipp, Ward & Wasserman, 1987) and (b) the absence of a discernible steady state
or asymptote in the V02 response precluded an acceptable level of statistical confidence. Mean values are
presented + 1 standard deviation (S.D.). Differences were tested for statistical significance (P < 0-05) by
standard analysis of variance techniques.

RESULTS

Parameters of aerobic function
The incremental LE protocol elicited higher values for #tV02 than did the incremental AE

protocol: 3-51 1 min-1 (or 49-6 ml kg1 min-1) compared with only 2 231 min-1 (or
32-9 ml kg-1 min-') (Table 1). This is consistent with numerous earlier investigations (e.g.
Christensen, 1931; Astrand & Saltin, 1961; Davis, Vodak, Wilmore, Vodal & Kurtz, 1976)
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Table 1. Physical and exercise characteristics of subjects

Subject Age Sex Weight Height 0L,LE SVo,,LE OL,AE uVo2,AE
(years) (kg) (cm) (1 min-) (I min-) (I min-1) (I min-)

1 22 M 70 165 2.70 3.87 1 50 2.31
2 25 M 75 188 3-30 4-45 2.30 3-15
3 23 M 66 175 1.15 2-34 0.85 1.65
4 24 M 65 183 1-50 3-71 1-40 2.58
5 24 M 70 178 2-10 3-50 1.55 2.25
6 24 M 80 180 1.55 3.21 1.10 2 04

Mean 23.8 71.0 178 2 05 3.51 1.45 2.33
S.D. 0.7 5.6 8 0.81 0.71 0.49 0.51

6L,LE and OL,AE represent the lactate thresholds for cycle ergometry and arm cranking, respectively; LVO2,LE and uv2O,AE
are the corresponding maximal 02 values.

Leg *

Max

Time

LE LE

a1)
e

0

Time

Arm

Max

4W

Time

LE

AE

Time

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the exercise protocols. * Work rates for leg (left) and arm (right) 'conditioning' bouts. See
text for further details.

Likewise, 6LLE was higher than 6LAE' averaging 2*05 1 min-', equivalent to 58-4% of
/uVo2,LE) and 1*45 1 min-1, equivalent to 62-2 % of 1sV02 AE), respectively (Table 1).
For the LE-LE protocol, V attained 2-62 + 0*72 1 min-1 (or an average of 75-2 % of

LVo2,LE) at the end of the initial 6 min bout of high-intensity square-wave LE exercise, and
2.60 + 0-67 1 min-1 (or 74-9 of uSV02LE) at the end of the second 6 min LE bout. A slightly
lower value was achieved at the end of the second LE bout for the AE-LE protocol
(2-50 + 0*74 1 min-1 or 72-2 of tVO2,LE); this difference was not statistically significant,
however.
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Fig. 2. Group mean responses ( 1 S.E.M.) of arterialized venous blood [lactate] (lower graph) and pH (upper graph)
responses to AE-LE protocol (Es) and LE-LE protocol (U) immediately preceding ('0' W) and at minute 6 of each of
the two high-intensity square-wave work bouts (Bouts I and 2). Note the lack of recovery of both the [lactate] and pH
responses to baseline values following Bout 1. See text for further details.

Blood responses to the initial work bouts
The initial AE and LE work bouts induced similar degrees of metabolic acidaemia: the

decrements in standard [HCO3-] from the '0' W baseline averaged 4-5 and 4-4 mequiv 1-1,
respectively, by the end of the work bout; pH fell to 7-276 + 0-59 from 7*289 + 0.030;
[lactate] increased to 6.9 + 0-69 from 5.7 + 2.07 mequiv 1-' (Fig. 2); and [lactate]/[pyruvate]
rose to 46.8 + 16*2 vs. 40-7 + 5.8.
During the subsequent 6 min LE recovery phase, these values returned towards, but did not

attain, their prior control levels (Fig. 2). The residual acidaemia at the end of this phase was
similar for both protocols; i.e. AE-LE vs. LE-LE: 7.301 + 0.049 vs. 7.304 + 0-027 for pH,
6.0 + 1.5 vs. 5-6 + 0-7 mequiv 1I1 for [lactate], and 27-9 + 10.0 vs. 24-6 + 10.0 for
[lactate]/[pyruvate] (Fig. 2).
Plasma [NAdr] rose to similar degrees for the initial AE and LE work bouts and recovered

similarly, essentially back to baseline (Fig. 3). Plasma Adr levels rose to a slightly greater
extent for the LE bout than for the AE bout, but the difference was not significant (Fig. 3). The
subsequent recovery of [Adr] was complete for the AE-LE protocol, but not for the LE-LE
protocol; again, however, this difference was not significant. The increase in plasma [K+] was
slightly larger for the LE bout than for the AE bout (Fig. 3). However, in both cases, a
complete return to baseline levels occurred in the subsequent recovery period.
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Fig. 3. Group mean responses (+ 1 S.E.M.) of arterialized venous blood [noradrenaline] (upper graph), [adrenaline] (middle
graph) and [potassium] (lower graph) responses to AE-LE protocol (O) and LE-LE protocol (U). Data are presented as
for Fig. 2.

Influence of initial work bouts on responses to subsequent work bouts
The effect of the initial high-intensity bout of cycling was a consistent and significant

speeding of the VO. kinetics for the subsequent identical LE bout (Fig. 4); i.e. consistent with
our earlier findings (Gerbino et al. 1996). AVO2[6-3] for the second LE bout was consistently
and significantly smaller than for the initial LE bout, averaging 32 % of the initial value (i.e.
0.08 + 0-03 vs. 0-25 + 0.11 1 min-') (Table 2). Likewise, the 02 Def for the second LE bout
was only 71-3 % of the initial value (i.e. 1-64 + 0-67 vs. 2-29 + 0-81 1) (Table 3).
A qualitatively similar effect was observed for the AE-LE protocol. Both the AVO2,[6-31 and

02 Def for the second (i.e. LE) bout of the AE-LE protocol were both significantly smaller
(0.14 + 0-061 min-' and 1 86 + 0-67 1, respectively), relative to the initial LE bout of the
LE-LE protocol. However, these decrements were significantly smaller than for the LE-LE
protocol (Fig. 4; Tables 2 and 3). That is, AVo2r[6-3] was reduced only to 56% (vs. 32.0 %), and
02 Def to 81 6 % (vs. 71-3 %), compared with the initial LE responses.
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Table 2. Difference in VO2 between the 3rd and 6th minute of exercise (AVO2,[6-3]) for
LE-LE and AE-LE protocols

AV02,16 31(1 min )

LE-LE AE---LE

Subject Bout 1: LE Bout 2: LE ALE Bout 2: LE AAE ALE - AAE

1 0 11 0.03 -0-08 0.04 -0-07 0 01
2 0.40 008 -032 0-16 -024 0.08
3 0-22 0.09 -0-13 0.20 -0-02 0.11
4 0-14 0.09 -0-05 0.09 -0-05 0.00
5 0 30 0.10 -0 20 0.20 -0.10 0.10
6 0.32 0.11 -021 0.13 -0 19 0.02
Mean 0-25 0.08 -0.17** 0.14 -0.11* 0.05*
S.D. 0o11 0 03 0 09 0-06 0 08 0-04

ALE is the difference between the Bout 2 and Bout 1 responses for the LE-LE protocol. AAE is the difference between
the Bout 2 response for the AE-LE protocol and the Bout 1 response for the LE-LE protocol. *fP < 0.05, *P < 0.01,
***P < 0.001.

Table 3. Partial °2 deficit (°2 Def) for LE-LE and AE-LE protocols

02 Def (1)

LE-LE AE-LE

Subject Bout 1: LE Bout 2: LE ALE Bout 2: LE AAE ALE - AAE

1 1-72 1.14 -0.58 1.51 -0-22 0.36
2 3-35 2 65 -0-70 2.88 -0.47 0-23
3 1 44 0-97 -0-47 1.04 -0 40 0-07
4 1.62 1.15 -0.47 1.36 -0-26 0.21
5 2-52 1.77 -0-55 2.13 -0-39 0-36
6 3 07 2-15 -0 92 2-2 -0-82 0.10
Mean 2.29 1.64 -0.62*** 1.86 -0-43*** 0.22*
S.D. 081 0.67 0.17 0.67 0.09 0.12

ALE is the difference between the Bout 2 and Bout 1 responses for the LE-LE protocol. AAE is the difference between
the Bout 2 response for the AE-LE protocol and the Bout 1 response for the LE-LE protocol. *P < 0.05, **P < 001,
***P <0.001.

The exercise-induced decrement in blood pH and increments in blood [lactate] and
[lactate]/[pyruvate] on the second work bout of the LE-LE protocol were significantly smaller
than for the initial work bout (Fig. 2), again in agreement with the observations of Gerbino et
al. (1996). That is, while pH fell by an average of only 0.016 units on Bout 2 (i.e. from
7-304 + 0-027 at '0' W to 7 288 + 0-025 at minute 6 of the work), the corresponding average
fall of 0-085 units for Bout I was significantly larger (i.e. from 7-374 + 0.047 to
7.289 + 0-030) (Fig. 2). Likewise, for blood [lactate], an increase of only 1 1 mequiv 1V1
(from 5-78 + 08 to 6.8 + 1 0 mequiv 1') was observed for Bout 2, in contrast to the
significantly larger increase of 4 4 mequiv 11 (i.e. from 1.3 + 0-4 to 5-7 + 0-7 mequiv 1') for
Bout 1 (Fig. 2). This was reflected in the smaller increase in [lactate]/[pyruvate] on Bout 2
(i.e. from a prior '0' W value of 24 6 + 10-0 to 38.6 + 11 0), compared with Bout 1 (from
14-7 + 1-8 to 40-7 + 5-8) (Fig. 2).
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Table 4. Increase in VC02 between the 6th min of exercise and the prior 'O' W baseline
(AVC02) for LE-LE and AE-LE protocols

AV0co (I min-')

LE-LE AE-LE

Subject Bout 1: LE Bout 2: LE ALE Bout 2: LE AAE ALE - AAE

1 1.84 1.51 -0-33 1-62 -0-22 0 11
2 3-22 2.86 -0.36 3.08 -0.14 0-22
3 1.61 1-22 -0.39 1 38 -0.23 0.16
4 1.54 1.36 -0.18 1-29 -0-25 -0-07
5 2 45 1 97 -0.48 2-20 -0-25 0.23
6 2.12 1.78 -0 34 1.90 -0.22 0.12
Mean 2.13 1.78 -0-35*** 1.91 -022*** 0.13*
S.D. 0 63 0.59 0.09 0 66 0-04 0.10

ALE is the difference between the Bout 2 and Bout 1 responses for the LE-LE protocol. AAE is the difference between
the Bout 2 response for the AE-LE protocol and the Bout 1 response for the LE-LE protocol. * P < 0.05, **P < 0.01,
***P <0.001.

For the AE-LE protocol, the Bout 2 (i.e. LE) responses were smaller than those of the
control LE bout (i.e. Bout 1 of the LE-LE protocol) (Fig. 2). These responses were, however,
less diminished than the Bout 2 responses of the LE-LE protocol; i.e. the pH fall averaged
0*056 vs. 0.016 pH units; the [lactate] increase was 2 5 vs. 1-1 mequiv 1-' (Fig. 2); and
[lactate]/[pyruvate] increased from 27-9 + 10.0 to 53.0 + 17 7.

Off-transient VO02 kinetics
As has been demonstrated previously (Linnarsson, 1974; Paterson & Whipp, 1991;

Gerbino et al. 1996), the off-transient VO2 kinetics for the high-intensity LE work bouts were
consistently faster than for those of the on-transient. Furthermore, in contrast to the differing
degrees of speeding induced in the on-transient LE V02 kinetics by the prior bouts of both LE
and AE exercise, the exercise mode had no discernible effect on the kinetics of V02 in the
subsequent recovery phase (Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

This investigation provides further support for the earlier observations by Gausche et al.
(1989) and Gerbino et al. (1996) and, more recently, by Macdonald, Pedersen & Hughson
(1997) that the VO2 kinetics for high-intensity cycle-ergometer exercise can be speeded
appreciably by a prior exercise bout of appropriate intensity. That is, the VO2 increment
between the third and sixth minutes of the work (AV02 [6-3]) for Bout 2 of the LE-LE protocol
was reduced, on average, to 32 % of that observed for Bout 1.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated that speeding of these V02 kinetics does not depend

upon the prior high-intensity exercise being performed by the same muscles - the legs, in this
instance. Thus, a substantial though smaller speeding of the V02 response to leg exercise was
evident when the prior exercise was performed by the arms; in this instance, AVO216-3] was
reduced to only 56 % of that induced by the initial LE bout of the LE-LE protocol.
The strategy utilized by Rausch, Whipp, Wasserman & Huszczuk (1991) for normalizing

the intensity of cycle ergometer exercise in terms of the degree of metabolic-acidaemic stress,
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Fig. 5. Upper panel, response of carbon dioxide output (VCO.) to LE-LE protocol (left) in a representative subject (No. 1);
the response from Bout 2 of the LE-LE protocol (@) is superimposed upon that of Bout 1 of the LE-LE protocol (0)
(right). Lower panel, VCo2 response to AE-LE protocol (left) in the same subject; the response from Bout 2 of the
AE-LE protocol (0) is superimposed upon that of Bout 1 of the LE-LE protocol (0) (right). Note the slower Vco
response profile for Bout 2, in contrast to the initial LE work bout, consistent with a smaller exercise-induced lactic
acidaemia; this effect is more marked for the LE-LE protocol than for the AE-LE protocol. See text for further details.

i.e. a given percentage of 'delta' (the difference between VO2 at maximum and at OL)I was
successful in the present investigation, despite the markedly different muscle mass employed.
That is, the work rates that corresponded to 50 % of A for the LE and AE incremental tests
elicited similar decrements in standard [bicarbonate] (4-5 and 4-4 mequiv I1-, respectively)
and similar increments in blood [lactate] (Fig. 2) on the initial work bouts of the LE-LE and
AE-LE protocols. Furthermore, the residual metabolic acidaemia that was evident at the end
of the subsequent 6 min recovery phase of unloaded cycling was also similar for both
protocols (Fig. 2), with the standard [bicarbonate] averaging 19 8 and 19.7 mequiv 1-',
respectively.
Because the metabolic changes brought about by prior high-intensity exercise have been

shown to speed VO kinetics above, but not below, 0L (Gerbino et al. 1996), it appears likely
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contrast to the initial LE work bout, consistent with a smaller exercise-induced lactic acidaemia; this effect is more
marked for the LE-LE protocol than for the AE-LE protocol. See text for further details.

that different control mechanisms are operative in these two work-intensity domains. That is,
vascular 02 delivery is unlikely to be a critical determinant of V02 kinetics at more moderate
work rates (De Cort, Innes, Barstow & Guz, 1991; Gerbino et al. 1996; Williamson, Raven,
Foresman & Whipp, 1993; Whipp, Ward, Smith & Hussain, 1995).

In contrast, the results of this and our previous investigations support an involvement of
vascular limitation in the control of VO2 kinetics above 6L (Gausche et al. 1989; Gerbino et al.
1996). That is, the improvement in these V02 kinetics following a bout of supra-threshold
cycling is consistent with the concept that the slow VO2 kinetics in the first supra-threshold test
are largely a consequence of a blood flow limitation to muscle 02 availability. Further support
for this contention has been provided from simultaneous near infra-red spectroscopy of the
vastus lateralis muscle, also during cycling (Ward, Skasick & Whipp, 1994). The resulting
temporal profile of muscle blood volume change (derived from the change in total
haemoglobin concentration) supported the presence of a residual vasodilatation immediately
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prior to the onset of the second supra-threshold work bout. In addition, the faster V`O kinetics
for this second work bout were associated with a faster profile of muscle 02 extraction
(estimated from the change in reduced haemoglobin levels); i.e. with the 02 deficit at both the
lungs and the working muscle being reduced.

If improved vascular perfusion to the exercising limbs early in the exercise transient
underlies the speeding phenomenon (Gausche et al. 1989; Gerbino et al. 1996), our
observation that the smaller degree to which the Vo2 kinetics were speeded following the bout
of prior arm cranking, compared with that of prior cycling at the same intensity, suggests that
the perfusion was greater at the start of the second work bout for the LE-LE protocol than for
the AE-LE protocol. Our data demonstrating a reduced contribution from bicarbonate
buffering (consequent to the exercise-induced lactic acidaemia) for the second LE work bout
when the 'conditioning' bout was also performed by the legs is consistent with this proposal.
That is, the CC)2 kinetics were slowed to a greater extent (Fig. 5) and the Vc02 response
amplitude was smaller (Table 4), relative to control, in this situation than when the arms
performed the initial work bout. However, we did not have access to more direct means of
estimating the underlying vascular perfusion changes (e.g. Ward et al. 1994; Whipp et al.
1995) in these experiments.
The mechanisms underlying this proposed alteration in muscle perfusion at the onset of the

second exercise bout remain conjectural. Locally mediated vasodilatation induced by the
intramuscular accumulation of locally released metabolites is likely to be involved, via
mediators such as H+, K+, hypoxia, lactate, adenosine, vasoactive peptides and osmolarity (see
Laughlin, Korthuis, Duncker & Bache, 1996 for discussion). Our demonstration that the
arterial blood levels of pH, lactate, K+ and catecholamines immediately prior to the second
work bout were not consistently different (Figs 2 and 3), regardless of whether the initial bout
had been performed by the legs or the arms, is not at first sight consistent with the suggested
differences in local vasomotor tone. However, the circulating levels of these (and other) vaso-
active mediators are unlikely to be representative of the values prevailing within the muscles of
the lower limb under the conditions of our experiments. That is, interstitial concentrations in
peri-arteriolar regions of the involved leg musculature immediately prior to the second work
bout are likely to be higher for the LE-LE test, compared with the AE-LE test (for the same
arterial concentration), given the proximity of the locus of increased metabolism. Exactly
what these concentrations might be can only be speculated upon, however. In the case of
lactate, for example, local concentrations in the legs following a bout of leg exercise will
reflect a complex dynamic interplay between sarcolemmal co-transport (with HW) and
diffusion (e.g. Roth & Brooks, 1990) and subsequent uptake and oxidation at both local and
more remote sites, such as the liver (e.g. Gladden, 1996). Resolution of these mechanistic
issues are beyond the scope of the present investigation, however.
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